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When do your customers really care about 
your engineering expertise? 

When Lives are on the Line...

	 a	firefighter	in	the	middle	of	a	 
	 1400⁰	inferno
 
	 an	airplane	pilot	10,000	feet	in	the	air
 
 a HAZMAT crewman cleaning  
 toxic contaminants
 
	 a	miner	facing	lethal	fumes	500	feet 
	 below	the	surface
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SCBA must be better than bulletproof—and still be accurate  
When	a	self-contained	breathing	apparatus	
(SCBA)	user	straps	on	their	system,	they	face	
some extreme conditions. They may be on their 
stomachs crawling through tight spaces in a 
fire	or	face	a	lot	of	bumps	and	knocks	with	high	
G-forces	in	flight,	so	their	SCBA	gauges	have	 
to	be	able	to	handle	frequent	shock.	In	any	 
application,	the	gauges	also	face	regular	spikes	
and	cycles	due	to	simply	refilling	the	tanks.	

Such	repeated	shock	and	cycling	results	in	a	loss	
of	accuracy	over	time	with	traditional	gauges	that	
use	C-type	bourdon	tubes.	For	SCBA	users,	any	
loss	of	accuracy	can	mislead	the	user	as	to	their	
remaining air supply. As air management is the 
only	means	of	preventing	fire	smoke	exposure,	it	
has to be right. 

“The equipment we get has 
to be better than bulletproof, 
it has to be fireman proof.”

Gary Wirl, Firefighter EMT
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Traditional	gauges	with	C-shaped	Bourdon	
tubes	begin	to	lose	a	few	points	of	accuracy	
after	extreme	spikes	and	even	after	prolonged	
use, especially due to their gears and movement 
mechanism.	Even	the	shape	and	materials	of	the	
Bourdon	tube	make	it	less	elastic,	leading	to	less	
accuracy	after	the	tube	loses	some	of	its	original	
shape	due	to	sharp	spikes	in	pressure	or	 
overpressure.1 

Even	a	few	points	of	PSI	inaccuracy	equate	to	
the	loss	of	a	user’s	ability	to	monitor	their	air	
supply.	If	a	pressure	gauge	moves	beyond	the	
5%	accuracy	required	by	NFPA	by	2-5%,	the	
SCBA	users	can	lose	48	to	96	seconds	of	air.2 

Every Second Counts

Video:
Firefighter Gary Wirl talks about 
SCBA accuracy
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1: Based on 3D testing

2: Calculation based on tank with 2,216 PSI with air capacity of 1,270 
liters and a normal breathing rate of 40 liters per minute. 2.5%-5% lost 
accuracy equals 48-96 seconds. 
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size every

From 48 to 96 seconds. From pushing the limits to being in mortal danger.
It may seem like a trivial amount of time, but a lot can happen in just one minute.  

*Source: National Fire Protection Association 
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“Just the Basics” Doesn’t Apply  
to SCBA Equipment
Choosing a less expensive car or a cheaper pair 
of	tennis	shoes	is	a	lifestyle	choice.	Choosing	the	
right	equipment	for	an	SCBA	system	can	be	a	life	
and death decision in Immediately Dangerous to 
Life	or	Health	(IDLH)	environments.	

An SCBA gauge should maintain its accuracy 
and	last	even	though	it	takes	a	beating.	Period.	
3D	Instruments’s	direct	drive	technology,	
provides	the	basis	for	long-lasting	life	and	
performance.	The	single	sensing	element—

Inconel®	X-750	or	Copper	Beryllium	Bourdon	
tube—forms	a	simple,	yet	reliable	foundation	
of	durability,	even	after	heavy	and	vibration	
impacts. The helically wound Bourdon tube 
eliminates	the	“moving	part”	weaknesses	of	
traditional pressure gauges because there is only 
one	moving	part.	The	absence	of	complex,	 
wear-prone	gears	eliminates	the	need	for	 
recalibration	and	accurate	linearity	even	after	
years	of	rigorous	use—no	span	adjustment	is	
necessary—ever.

• Assured accuracy over the life  
 of the product

• Increased durability to face  
 rough usage and extreme  
 environments

• Enhanced flexibility for  
 compact consoles and design  
 customization

• Proven technology for a  
 lifetime of performance and  
 reliability
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* Compared to C-shape Bourdon tube gauges
Inconel is a registered trademark of Inco Alloys International Inc.
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We can offer you a complete system of pressure measurement with 
gauges and hoses that are customized to your exact requirements.

With	no	gears	or	linkage,	gauges	can	be	
made as light and as compact as you need

Pliable,	armored	hoses	built	to	
withstand harsh environments 

No	wear-prone	parts	
means accuracy over 
years	of	use	

Burst point above 
15,000	psi

Rugged and reliable gauges 
withstand extreme environments

Flexible	to	1½”	bend	radius	for	
users in cramped spaces 

Custom design gauges with  
more visibility, such as  
glow-in-the-dark	faceplate	

Private	labeling	or	a	custom	
dial design

With	both	gauges	and	hoses,	we	will	work	with	you	to	select	materials	to	fit	your	specifications.	And,	that’s	our	approach	for	all	your	system	needs:	
We’ll do what you need to meet spec.
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Tested, Experienced, Proven
Our	gauges	have	been	proof	tested	by	several	
leading SCBA companies and have proven 
themselves	through	many	years	of	field	use.	

All	calibrations	are	traceable	to	the	National	 
Institute	of	Standards	and	Technology.	3D	 
Instruments also maintains ISO 9001:2008 
certification	by	the	UL-registered	firm,	DQS,	with	
thorough	audits	and	reviews	of	all	QA	systems.	
To	ensure	reliability,	accuracy	and	performance	
under	pressure,	3D	Instruments	performs	 
several	important	tests	before	that	help	back	 
up	our	six-year	Guarantee.

Leak Testing – 3D Instruments conducts Helium 
leak	tests	on	its	gauges	to	ensure	no	unwanted	

particles	get	in—or	air	get	out.	These	leak	tests	
are the most advanced in the industry, helping 
ensure that SCBA users can rely on their 
equipment	to	be	ready	and	reliable	when	they	
need it. 

Particle Free – 3D Instruments cleans its gauges 
and	hoses	to	ensure	they	are	hydrocarbon-free.	 
A	low	tolerance	for	hydrocarbons	(no	more	than	 
5	milligrams	per	cubic	meter	of	air)	underscores	
the	importance	of	avoiding	mixture	with	oxygen	
even in very small amounts. 

Shock Resistant	–	With	fewer	moving	parts	
in the direct drive system, 3D gauges are less 
susceptible	to	shock	and	jolts.	The	ability	to	

withstand	G-Forces	or	even	sustained	vibrations	
provides	SCBA	manufacturers	the	most	
flexibility—and	end	users	with	the	most	reliability.		

Heat Tested	–	3D	Instruments’s	Cycolac® ABS 
plastic cases withstand very high temperatures 
to ensure the gauge operates properly in even 
the toughest environments. The gauges will also 
self-extinguish	within	15	seconds	or	less	when	
coming	into	contact	with	direct	flames—even	at	
temperatures up to 194°F degrees.
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As	an	SCBA	designer,	you’re	looking	for	more	
than	just	a	supplier—you’re	looking	for	a	 
partner.	3D	Instruments	has	worked	with	many	 
manufacturers	to	customize	gauges	and	hoses	
to	help	them	fulfill	their	visions	for	better,	more	
durable and more accurate systems.

Because there is only one moving part in the 
gauge,	3D	Instruments	can	work	with	your	team	
to	create	a	gauge	that’s	as	light	and	as	small	as	
you	need—all	the	way	down	to	one-half	inch	or	
less in diameter. 

For	many	SCBA	applications,	this	flexibility	and	
ability	to	minimize	designs	is	extremely	important	
for	creating	low-profile	or	lighter	systems	that	are	
easier	for	users	to	carry	and	maneuver.	Plus,	with	
our direct drive gauge you never have to choose 
between smaller/lighter and durable/accurate. 
Even the smaller gauges can withstand the rigors 
of	SCBA	applications,	allowing	users	to	navigate	
the	tight	spaces	of	residential	fires,	the	confined	
conditions	in	many	mines	and	the	snug	cockpits	
of	fighter	jets.	The	possibilities	for	designing	
more	streamlined	consoles	marks	a	significant	
advancement, all due to the compact, very 
flexible	and	always	accurate	direct	drive	design.	

SCBA Design Flexibility without Sacrifice
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Beyond the Gauge: Completing a  
Durable SCBA System with Flexible Hoses

Armored	hoses	to	endure	the	beating	of	
harsh environments, ensuring strength 
and	flexibility	for	SCBA	systems.

The design provides a burst point well 
above	15,000	psi,	while	remaining	flexible	
to	a	1-1/2”	bend	radius	for	SCBA	users	that	
have	to	work	in	cramped	spaces.	

Each hose is tested to ensure it will withstand 
forces,	both	in	pressure	and	shock-resistance,	
in extreme  environments. 3D Instruments 
hoses	can	be	chrome-	or	Nickel-plated,	with	
fittings	made	of	solid	brass	or	other	materials,	
and	can	be	adjusted	to	fit	your	specific	design	
needs.
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Give a “Boost” to SCBA Systems
With	the	shift	of	first	responders	to	smaller	
SCBAs	to	reduce	the	overall	weight	of	 
equipment,	air	cylinders	require	higher	pressure	
to maintain the same air usage time. Traditional 
compressors	may	not	be	able	to	fill	high-pressure	
SCBAs,	leaving	users	vulnerable	as	their	tanks	
provide less air and usage time. An air booster 
from	3D	Instruments	ensures	complete	fills	up	 
to	4500	PSI,	helping	facilities	avoid	the	costly	 
addition	of	high-flow	air	compressors.		

Rescue Vehicles 

•	Maximize	the	use	of	breathing	air	in	storage		 	
	 cylinders	and	increase	the	number	of	complete		
	 SCBA	fills	per	storage	cylinder

•	Reduce	fill	times	by	eliminating	the	need	to		 	
 cascade air storage cylinders. 

•	Eliminate	the	possibility	of	contaminated	air		 	
	 at	fire	incidents	when	used	in	conjunction	with		
	 an	air	storage	system	versus	the	use	of	mobile		
 compressors

Fire Stations 

•	Enhance	the	capability	of	existing	low- 
	 pressure	compressors	and	avoid	the	cost	of		 	
	 a	new	compressor	(e.g.,	if	your	current	 
	 3000	psi	compressor	cannot	fill		your	new	 
	 4500	psi	air	packs,	then	an	air	booster	is	less			
 costly than purchasing a new compressor)

•	Extend	the	service	life	of	existing	 
 compressors by operating at lower pressures

Hazmat 

•	Comply	with	government	safety	regulations	 
	 on	the	use	of	high-pressure	compressors	at		 	
	 hazardous	material	manufacturing	locations 
	 Using	a	cascade	system	in	conjunction	with	a			
	 booster,	and	replenishing	the	air	supply	from	 
	 a	local	fire	department	or	welding	supply	shop,	 
	 maximizes	the	use	of	air	from	the	cascade	 
	 system	and	minimizes	the	costs	of	stored	air	 
 and government compliance.
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Global Support
Did we mention we have the expertise and  
financial	backing	of	a	global	company?	 
3D	Instruments	is	a	part	of	WIKA®, the largest 
pressure and temperature measurement  
instrument company in the world. When you  
need our expertise, we can tap into a worldwide 
network	of	engineers	to	help.	And,	the	financial	
backing	of	a	global	company	means	we	stand	
behind our product.

Management
The	WIKA	U.S.	team	is	headed	by	President	 
Michael	Gerster.	Gerster’s	vision	for	WIKA	is	to	
be	part	of	your	business.	He	believes	we	can	do	
this	if	we	simplify	the	process	of	doing	business,	
offer	a	broad	product	base,	and	create	quality	
products. He believes in listening to customers 
and	recalibrating	to	identify	with	their	needs	 
and wants.

The	3D	team	in	Anaheim,	California	is	led	 
by	Vice	President	Felix	Brockmeyer.	He	is	
responsible	for	3D	through	direction	and	
delegation	of	activities	such	as	administration,	
sales, operations, and continuous improvement.

If	you	would	like	to	learn	more	about	3D	 
Instruments and what our direct drive gauges  
can	do	for	your	applications,	then	click	here to 
let	us	know.	

3D	Instruments,	LP
2900	E.	White	Star	Ave.	-	Anaheim,	CA	92806	
714.399.9200

A Performance Pedigree. 
Part Of Your Business.
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Address 2 Mechanical (Physical) Specifications

Specifications

Pressure	Ranges

Phone	Number Case	/	Dial	Size Process	Connections

Last	Name Quantity Testing	Requirements

City Diameter Pressure	Denomination

Email Address Case Material Accuracy	Requirement

Company Timing	for	Need

State Connection	Size Connection Location Material	RequirementsZip Code
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Required Information Optional Information
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